
KEY POINTS
	� Sanctions provisions are an increasingly common and important feature of loan 

agreements and may be in dedicated sanctions clauses and/or in other broader clauses.
	� There is little settled practice, case law, guidance or terminology regarding such provisions 

in an increasingly complex legal landscape.
	� One difficult issue arises from the uncertain impact, for loan agreements with no US 

nexus, of US “secondary” sanctions and EU/UK blocking legislation.
	� Two recent English cases provide some guidance and the authors suggest some practical 

pointers for sanctions clauses.
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Sanctions clauses in loan agreements
This article explores some current features of sanctions clauses in loan agreements, 
and the implications of two recent English court judgments for sanctions clauses.

SANCTIONS CLAUSES IN LOAN 
AGREEMENTS

nSanctions clauses in loan agreements 
have become increasingly common 

and important in recent years, as economic 
sanctions have become the foreign policy 
tool of choice for a number of countries and 
groups of countries. Economic sanctions 
have become more complex, and sanctions 
imposed by different jurisdictions frequently 
overlap or conflict with each other, requiring 
commercial parties now to consider in 
detail their current and potential impact on 
contractual relations. Breaching sanctions can 
have very serious consequences, sometimes 
criminal, and often uncertain and with 
various forms of extra-territorial impact.

A feature of sanctions clauses as 
compared with other provisions in loan 
documents is the absence of settled practice 
and terminology. Sanctions clauses vary 
considerably across different jurisdictions and 
between different borrowers and lenders in 
the same jurisdiction. Sometimes sanctions 
risks are addressed through clauses directed 
to sanctions alone, sometimes through 
clauses dealing with different kinds of risks, 
some are addressed by vague or inappropriate 
contractual wording, and sometimes are not 
dealt with at all.   

This is in part because the law in this 
area is not settled; sanctions laws change 
quickly, often do not have a single or fixed 
objective, and are the product of international 
relations and politics as much as law. The 
nature and scope of sanctions restrictions 
is always evolving, with new types of 
sanctions measures and targets and concerns 
developing all the time worldwide. There 
is little established case law or guidance to 
help parties to understand what works and 

what does not in a contractual setting, nor 
the precise scope and limitations of different 
provisions and formulations. Such court 
judgments as exist are in important respects 
conflicting or inconsistent.    

Another feature of sanctions clauses in 
loan agreements is that approaches to risk 
and risk appetite vary. Each lender has its 
own sanctions policies, its own assessment 
as to risk, its own jurisdictional exposure, 
and its own preferred wording and advice.  
Compliance policies, and the contractual 
wording that firms may use to try to align 
with those policies, are very often more 
restrictive and broader than the sanctions 
laws that apply to the parties as a matter 
of law.  This is in part a consequence 
of the potentially severe and uncertain 
consequences of breach, uncertainties as to 
what constitutes a violation, and the wide 
variety of factors (not just sanctions) that 
inform risk appetite.

US EXTRATERRITORIAL SANCTIONS
One particular area of uncertainty in loan 
agreements governed by English law arises 
from the potential extraterritorial reach of 
US sanctions.  US sanctions have two kinds 
of extraterritorial effect. First, US “primary” 
sanctions – ie those that apply to US persons 
– have a very broad jurisdictional reach, such 
that their effects are felt well beyond US 
persons and activities that occur in the US. 
Second, US “secondary” sanctions – ie US 
consequences that can be imposed on non-US 
persons because of “sanctionable acts” outside 
US jurisdiction – are becoming increasingly 
common. The potential consequences can 
be very serious for a global business and may 
include being added to a US sanctions list, or 
being barred in some other way from dealings 

in the US or with US persons or from US 
correspondent banking relationships. While 
the US has invoked its secondary sanctions 
powers rarely, the threat is sufficiently 
credible and serious to have a significant 
bearing on the sanctions risk assessment of 
parties outside a US nexus.  

Secondary sanctions pose a particular 
problem for sanctions provisions in contracts.  
Contracts often include commitments, 
representations or warranties that a party 
has complied with and will comply with 
“applicable” sanctions, and that it has not 
done and will not do anything prohibited 
by such sanctions. However, US secondary 
sanctions are not directly “applicable” 
to non-US persons who are out of the 
US jurisdiction, nor can they generate 
straightforward “prohibitions” that can be 
violated or breached. Rather they identify 
acts which, while lawful under directly 
applicable laws in the parties’ jurisdictions, 
may cause a non-US person to suffer 
restrictions in their future US dealings 
(including in their use of the US dollar).   
Parties may not have considered sanctions 
of this sort when drafting their clauses, and 
even those that do may struggle to reflect 
this risk in the sanction’s provisions in a 
satisfactory way.

The EU Blocking Regulation,1 expanded 
in 2018 to apply to the US secondary 
sanctions on Iran that were re-imposed when 
the US withdrew from the Iran nuclear 
agreement, has further complicated the 
picture for those negotiating and drafting 
loan documents. Before this expansion, it 
was relatively straightforward to include 
provisions avoiding secondary sanctions 
risk; for example, parties with no US nexus 
could commit to complying at all times with 
US sanctions. Such a commitment would 
be beyond what their “applicable laws” may 
require but would minimise the sanctions 
risk and would clarify the commitments 
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that the parties were making. However the 
Blocking Regulation means that acting so as 
to comply with US law could mean a breach 
of EU law, which complicates compliance 
with US sanctions as a way to minimise risk; 
withdrawing from or declining Iran-related 
business in order to avoid a risk of US 
secondary sanctions itself risks breaching the 
EU Blocking Regulation.

The language of the Blocking Regulation 
is also ambiguous in a number of key respects, 
including as to its scope, application, and 
what precisely it prohibits and in relation to 
which US measures. It introduces a further 
complication for those drafting sanctions 
provisions, and the ambiguity as to its 
meaning has led, again, to different entities 
taking vastly differing interpretations, and 
developing varied sanctions wording in 
contracts.

RECENT JUDGMENTS THAT BEAR 
ON SANCTIONS CLAUSES IN LOAN/
BANKING CONTRACTS
Two recent English court judgments have 
addressed aspects of the tension between 
US secondary sanctions, the EU Blocking 
Regulation, and conventional perceptions of 
“applicable” and “mandatory” law:

Mamancochet Mining Limited v 
Aegis Managing Agency Ltd [2018] 
EWHC 2643 (Comm) 
This case concerned a limitation and 
exclusion clause in an insurance policy, which 
included wording frequently used in marine 
cargo insurance policies. The High Court 
found that the “sanctions limitation and 
exclusion clause” in question applied where 
conduct “would expose” a person to sanctions. 
The court held that this clause would only 
bite where a payment would actually be 
prohibited under applicable sanctions, and 
not where conduct only exposes the person 
(here the insurer/reinsurer) to the risk of a 
sanction. That finding may be a surprise to 
some insurers, who may be used to thinking 
of exposure in terms of a risk of breach. The 
case is also of interest for some (non-binding) 
observations by the court on the tension 
between US sanctions in relation to Iran 
and the EU Blocking Regulation. The judge 

said he could “see considerable force” in the 
argument that the Blocking Regulation does 
not apply where the insurer’s liability to pay  
a claim is suspended under a sanctions clause, 
rather than in order to comply with any 
third country’s sanctions. This was the first 
pronouncement by a court in the UK on the 
Blocking Regulation. Again these comments 
may not be obvious to some readers who may 
find it strange that an act is not undertaken in 
order to “comply” with US sanctions (for the 
purposes of the Blocking Regulation) where it 
is undertaken pursuant to a sanctions clause.

Lamesa Investments Limited v 
Cynergy Bank Ltd [2020] EWCA  
Civ 8212

This case concerned interest repayments 
under a facility agreement governed by 
English law. Lamesa’s ultimate beneficial 
owner, Viktor Vekselberg, was added to 
the US’ Russia SDN list after the loan 
facility was agreed. Cynergy (an EU entity 
with significant US business and assets) 
stopped repaying interest under the facility 
agreement because it was concerned that if 
the US authorities were to assess that it was 
“facilitating” a “significant transaction” on 
behalf of Mr Vekselberg or his companies, 
it would incur consequences under US 
secondary sanctions, which it said constituted 
“mandatory provisions of law”, compliance 
with which was a legitimate basis for non-
payment under the agreement. Both the High 
Court and the Court of Appeal found that 
the facility agreement did allow the borrower 
to withhold payment of interest instalments 
because of the risk of US secondary sanctions 
being imposed on Cynergy, and held that 
US secondary sanctions were a “mandatory 
provision of law”, “compliance” with which 
meant that Cynergy was not in default under 
the loan agreement. The court considered 
that a “mandatory provision” did not only 
refer to a prohibition that directly bound the 
borrower not to pay, but that US secondary 
sanctions were also an “effective prohibition”, 
and Cynergy’s reason for non-payment (which 
was what the court said mattered) was to 
comply with them. Accordingly, although 
the “black letter meaning” of the agreement 
suggested that it was only intended to 

excuse default where the non-payment was 
mandated or required by a law binding on 
the borrower, “context and commercial 
common sense” suggested that Lamesa was 
complying with a mandatory provision.
The court was also influenced by the fact 
that the EU Blocking Regulation regarded 
the US sanctions provisions in its annex as 
imposing a “requirement or prohibition” 
with which EU parties were required to 
“comply”, that the provision in question was 
a “standard provision in a loan document [of 
the type in dispute]” (ie it was not individually 
negotiated), and that the clause did not 
extinguish Cynergy’s obligation to make 
payment, but only suspended it while US 
sanctions were in force.  

WHAT LESSONS CAN WE LEARN 
FROM THESE CASES FOR SANCTIONS 
CLAUSES/BANKING CONTRACTS?
These cases may point in different directions 
on the question of the relevance of US 
secondary sanctions (NB Lamesa has applied 
to the UK Supreme Court for permission to 
appeal). The court in Mamancochet concluded 
that the sanctions clause in that case applied 
only where a payment is actually prohibited 
by applicable sanctions laws. The court in 
Lamesa took a considerably wider view, 
namely that “mandatory provisions of law” for 
the sanctions clause in that case included US 
secondary sanctions.

The key point here is that there is no 
general rule as to whether a sanctions 
provision should be understood to include 
US secondary sanctions risk;  it will be a 
matter to be determined on the basis of 
the wording of the clause in question, and 
the relevant context, which will include 
whether the wording in question is standard 
or individually negotiated, and whether it 
could extinguish or merely postpone the 
payment obligation. With some US sanctions 
programmes in place for many years, the 
distinction between a payment obligation 
being delayed and extinguished may be 
of little comfort to the losing party. With 
the courts seemingly struggling to identify 
clear principles as to when US secondary 
sanctions implications should be considered 
relevant and if so how, much may hang on 
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the intention of the parties. In this context, 
reliance on standard formulations is likely 
to be riskier than express and individually 
negotiated provisions.

These cases suggest the following 
practical pointers for sanctions clauses in loan 
agreements:
	� Consider whether the key terms are 

sufficiently clear, including the definition 
of “sanctions” and of “risk” or “exposure”, 
which kinds of sanctions are intended 
to be referred to, imposed by which 
jurisdictions, and applicable where/to 
whom.  
	� Sanctions provisions should be drafted 

with an eye to what future sanctions may 
emerge during the lifetime of the contract 
and be as clear as possible as to which 
countries’ sanctions, and which measures, 
the contractual provisions are aiming to 
refer to/secure compliance with.
	� Be explicit (if appropriate) as to whether 

US secondary sanctions compliance is 
a reason for non-performance, and if so 
consider whether and how to address the 
EU Blocking Regulation.
	� Keep references to sanctions regimes 

ambulatory, so that they do not need 
updating to reflect a change in a 

particular sanctions regime, and address 
the possibility that one party (or its 
parent/subsidiary) may be added to 
a sanctions list in future (and which 
sanctions lists may be relevant in this 
regard).
	� Understand and be clear whether  

a commitment, warranty or restriction 
is intended and given in order to comply 
with law directly “applicable” to the 
parties, US secondary sanctions, or an 
aspect of the firm’s sanctions compliance 
policy.
	� Take note that the wording of the EU 

Blocking Regulation (and other legal 
instruments) may be used to interpret an 
English law contract.
	� Keep up to date with the law, and the 

key sanctions frameworks that may be 
relevant.  For example:
	� the UK will have its own sanctions 

regimes with effect from 1 January 
2021 (when Brexit takes practical 
effect for sanctions law purposes) 
which may require express provision 
in sanctions clauses in contracts; 
	� both of the above cases raised 

the issue of the relevance of US 
secondary sanctions, and proceed 

on the assumption – correct for 
the time being – that the US is the 
only country that applies secondary 
sanctions.   

	� However, the Blocking Regulation is 
the first, but may not be the last attempt 
to find ways to limit their effect, added 
to which other jurisdictions, notably 
China and Russia, are evolving measures 
of their own, which also have potential 
extra-territorial effect.  n

1 Regulation (EC) No. 2271/96.

2 Maya Lester QC acted for Lamesa 

Investments Ltd.

Further Reading:

	� Dealing with conflicting sanctions 
compliance obligations in financial 
transactions (2018) 10 JIBFL 642.
	� Arms to Iran or a Cuban cigar? A risk 

sensitive approach to sanctions for 
the loan market (2014) 8 JIBFL 501.
	� LexisPSL: Banking & Finance: 

Practice Note: The effect of sanctions 
on loan agreements.
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